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Cabaret Club Casino Review. Cabaret Club is a well-established online casino powered mainly by

Microgaming. It was launched in 2009 and it is operated by Bayton Limited. The massive operator is
famous in the online gambling business and has an active gaming license from the Malta Gaming

Authority. Players from the UK can benefit from the regulations imposed by the Gambling Commission.
As for Canadians, the international license makes it a trusted real money casino and the eCOGRA

certification on the site is another great sign. Monthly reports are presented for the actual payout
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percentages of the games. At first, the site is mostly there to greet players and provide some useful
details before joining. Some games are featured but they cannot be started up. The best way to view the

online casino at Cabaret Club is to register and sign in. This is free and the full lobby will be made
available with hundreds of top games. A quick button for deposits is listed in the dashboard to get the

real money sessions going securely and quickly. Your browser doesn't support HTML5 video. Operating
for over two decades Uses multiple software providers, giving you more choice Brilliant rewards

program & VIP club Huge progressive jackpots available. Some new RTG games are yet to be launched
A small selection of live dealer games. Software. Cabaret Club Casino uses updated software from

Microgaming to bring the full collection of games to online players. The software provider is well known in
Canada and is responsible for some of the hottest games on the internet. It also ensures a wide variety
of options with its portfolio that exceeds 600 creations across different categories. The website doesn't
present any gaming options so players will first have to register and sign in to see the full lobby. Once

inside, Cabaret Club has a nice interface with quick access buttons for the main sections and a
complete lobby. In addition to the main casino from Microgaming, the site will also feature a live casino

section that is powered by Evolution Gaming and a Vegas category that adds some extra slots from
NetEnt to the mix. The NetEnt software can be restricted in some parts of Canada due to regulations.
Thanks to the instant play lobby, players can check out hundreds of games that can be played for real
money or in demo mode. There is also an option to download the deluxe Cabaret Club online casino
onto a computer. After installing the application, the icon on the desktop can be used to access the
casino collection, which is a bit bigger than the one available on the site. Banking. Online banking at

Cabaret Club Casino is secure, simple, and fast. Some of the most popular deposit options are featured
on the site but the cashier will present a lot more entries after registering. Canadian players can register

accounts in C$ and then make secure deposits of as little as C$10. Frequently used online payment
options include Visa, iDebit, MasterCard, InstaDebit, Paysafecard, NETELLER, Skrill, EcoPayz,

Citadel, and Trustly. Withdrawals must be of C$50 or more and they are made to the same methods.
The Know Your Customer (KYC) policy at Cabaret Club requires registered clients to submit some
identification documents before cashing out. If everything is approved, withdrawals generally get the

green light within one business day. It will take a few more days for the bank to process the transaction
and for the funds to be available in the balance. Mobile. The Cabaret Club Mobile Casino is compatible
with smartphones and tablets from the web browser applications. This means that it works on different
operating systems, including iOS, Android and Windows. The design is the same and the collection of
games keeps most of the best games. With over 300 mobile casino games, Cabaret Club players are
sure to have a good time whenever they feel like placing a few real money bets. Demo play is available
on the mobile platform as well. The most popular mobile slots are presented as the first category after
signing in from a compatible device. Browsing the other categories is not difficult and it doesn't take

more than a couple of taps to start the preferred game. Mobile controls for the slot machines take up less
space on the screen and present a button on the right for spinning the reels with ease. Cabaret Club

Casino can also be found on the Apple App Store with a free application for iPhone and iPad users. It
provides an optimised lobby for the devices and makes it easier for frequent players to access the

games. Both the downloadable casino and the instant play version on the site support secure banking
through multiple methods. Deposit bonuses and promotions remain valid as well. Casino Games.

Cabaret Club Casino can compete with the biggest online casinos in Canada with its current selection
that exceeds 700 titles. The Microgaming portfolio gets the most attention and it accounts for most of the
collection. Slots like Avalon, Thunderstruck II, Ariana, and Game of Thrones are loved by countless fans.
Not to mention that the provider has awarded some of the biggest progressive jackpots in the world with

its famous Mega Moolah game. The selected games from NetEnt are nice as well and they make the
Vegas section even more entertaining. The detailed themes in slots games like Planet of the Apes,

Guns N' Roses, Jack and the Beanstalk, Gonzo's Quest, Dracula, and many others make them very fun
to play, even if it is just in the demo mode. The collection offers a rich level of variety that is not just about
the spinning reels. The video poker tab on the lobby presents dozens of machines for the famous card

game known for its low house edge. Roulette and blackjack are featured in dedicated tabs as well due to
the multiple versions for these two iconic casino games at Cabaret Club. It's worth pointing out that there
are many other games on the site that are not displayed in the main categories. Additional table games
and specialties can be found by searching for the titles or by browsing the full collection. Customers who
want to try some specialty games can find scratch cards, keno, and virtual bingo options here. For a few
extra games, we recommend downloading and installing the Cabaret Club Casino client. Table Games.



The main table games at Cabaret Club Casino are blackjack and roulette. These are popular around the
world and they can be found in quite a few versions on the site. The tab for blackjack presents 30
different options for the iconic card game. Classic blackjack, Spanish blackjack, double exposure

blackjack, and bonus blackjack are just some of the versions available here. The selection of roulette
games is not bad either, with Cabaret Club offering European, French, American, and multi-wheel
variants as well as specials like Spingo and Wheel of Riches. Although the lobby doesn't have a

category for table games, players will still be able to find different baccarat games, three card poker
options, red dog, craps, and other games that fit in this group. The Cabaret Club live casino can be
opened from the tab located in the top banner. It uses Evolution Gaming software to bring players an
authentic casino environment with games like roulette, blackjack, three card poker, Caribbean stud

poker, baccarat, and Texas Hold'em played with the help of real croupiers. The professional dealers can
be seen thanks to the video integrated in the gaming interface. Live casino games can only be played for
real cash but the betting limits make sure that all players are welcomed. Promotions and Bonuses. New
players from Canada who join from this Cabaret Club Casino review are eligible for a 100% welcome

bonus on the first deposit for up to C$600 for free. For example, a deposit of C$200 will trigger a bonus
of C$200 so that you have C$400 to play with. The funds are added instantly after the deposit is

processed and the bonus money will be held in a separate balance until the wagering requirement is
met. The bonus must be rolled over 50 times while different types of games have different contribution
rates. Most online slots will count in full when betting on the reels. The offer is only valid for seven days
after registering an account and it requires a minimum deposit of C$20. Cabaret Club Casino bonus
codes are not needed for the sign-up offer. Players who want to skip the starting bonus can simply opt

out from the account menu. VIP and Extras. The Palace Group Loyalty Club rewards all real money
players. It has six tiers and new customers are entered automatically when they sign up. In order to
advance, users must earn a certain amount of Club Points and will automatically be enrolled in the

respective tier. Points are earned for free when betting on the games. Although the system is based in
Euros, Canadian players will still benefit from it when using Canadian Dollars to bet. The general rate for
earning Club Points is of one point for every €10 wagered but this depends on the type of game played.
Table games have a lower rate and more bets are needed to get the same amount of points. 1,000 Club
Points can be redeemed for €10 in bonus credits and players are incentivised to hold on to their points
and exchange larger amounts at a time in order to get bonuses. New clients receive 500 Club Points
when starting out. Prive is the highest loyalty tier and it is for VIP players on the platform. It requires

500,000 points to reach and 25,000 points to maintain from one month to another. Members here earn
60% bonus points on bets. Other perks include bonuses worth more than €10,000, access to exclusive
tournaments, VIP rewards, exclusive gifts, and even invites to worldwide events and vacations. Extra

promotions are available every day. The Cabaret Club Casino calendar can be viewed from the account
menu after signing in and it presents the ongoing offers for the week. Reload bonuses are frequently

available when playing here. 
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